Author! Author! for the 31st time

Help congratulate our staff authors this year at our 31st annual Author! Author! luncheon, April 14, 2010 - at noon at South Miami Hospital in Auditorium 3. Please RSVP to library@baptisthealth.net or 786-662-8219.

Our luncheon speaker will be our Baptist Health COO Wayne Brackin, who will share his “secrets of blogging”: how his hurricane blog kept hurricanes away from Florida last year and other funny coincidences. We will honor our authors of scientific, medical and nursing works, along with Marketing department staff member, Adrienne Sylver, whose children’s book, The History of the Hot Dog will be published this summer. Although it’s an idea, we will not be serving hot dogs for lunch! Join us for our special National Library Week celebration and maybe you will be one of our authors next year!

If we missed your publication this last year, please let us know and plan to attend the luncheon. All authors from previous years are welcome. See our list of authors, beginning on page 3. Special congratulations are in order for Dr. Italo Infante, Dr. M.Felix Freshwater, Dr. Andrew Renshaw and Dr. Barry Katzen and the Baptist Cardiac and Vascular Institute as well as Dr. John Uribe and the sports medicine group for their multiple publications this year. As we gear up for the partnership with the medical school at Florida International University, our physicians are well represented in premier medical journals and ready for the challenge. So are the library and its staff!

Reading list journal articles: a customized library service for our physicians

We are providing articles for the reading lists for the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ABOG) and the American Board of Emergency Medicine (ABEM). Physicians may request these articles (library@baptisthealth.net or 786-662-8219) and pick them up at either Baptist Hospital or South Miami Hospital’s medical library. Total articles provided last year for this service alone: 2400 to our medical staff.

Book sales

The library has long had a tradition of sponsoring leisure reading book sales. With generous matching funds from Baptist Health, the library raised $1290 for the Sunshine Fund for employees and $1800 for South Miami Hospital’s favorite Charity for Children orphanage in the Caribbean. Most recently, the library’s “Read for Haiti” book sales netted $1600 for the American Red Cross. Special thanks to all book donors and library staff members, Sherry Coron and Tijuana Toledo, for coordinating the sales.

The library: both service and place

The library at South Miami Hospital has been used at night by a very special support group there, the SHARE bereavement group, for parents who have experienced a perinatal loss. Another group meeting in the library at night is a Reflective Writing group. We have also made good use of the space at South Miami Hospital for VIP informal meeting of speakers before symposia and conferences for both professional staff and the public. The library at South Miami Hospital is also available by badge access 24/7 for a quiet place to study and reflect.
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Are you a library user?
Last year over 700 people registered for access to the electronic library from their home or office. They logged into/accessed the system 2,285 times.

Top 5 user groups
- Physicians 1,008
- Nurses 739
- Others 175
- Residents/Interns/Fellows 109
- Student/Nursing Scholars 93

Top 5 Resources
- Ovid Online 602
- MD Consult 435
- New England Journal of Medicine 322
- EBSCOHost databases 273
- STAT!Ref 189

If you aren’t in this picture, please register for “remote access” to these services at baptisthealth.net or the intranet “sun page”. Only Baptist Health staff (medical, nursing, clinical and administrative) may access the resources, due to licensure restrictions of the electronic journals and databases. The only requirement is a short registration/verification process. Devica Samsundar is our ATHENS system administrator (devicas@baptisthealth.net) and she can help you through the registration.

Magnet journeys: hospital library roles expanded
After substantive participation in the Magnet journeys, designations and re-designations for Baptist and South Miami Hospital nurses, the library staff are now involved with Doctors, Homestead and Mariners Hospitals as they begin their Magnet initiatives. Both librarians have made multiple site visits to nursing units, with presentations on library services at all three hospitals. All we can say now is: Go Magnet!

Congratulations Devica!
We are happy to announce the promotion of Devica Samsundar to Manager, Electronic Library Services at Baptist Health South Florida. Devica began her career at Baptist Hospital as a student volunteer in her senior year in high school. After graduation, she became a library employee in 1990. Through the wonders of technology, Devica got her bachelor’s degree from the University of Maine in library information technology and her Master’s degree in Information Studies at Florida State University. Through flexible scheduling and the use of our tuition assistance program, she was able to do both degrees while working and raising two children. She has been a key player in library web initiatives, including the online catalog, instructional online tutorials and expanding the library’s role throughout Baptist Health. Devica has also published in the library literature and is a senior member of the Academy of Health Information Professionals of the Medical Library Association. Please congratulate her on all of her accomplishments!
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Siegel W. The first provocative test for coronary artery spasm at the Cleveland Clinic. *American Journal of Cardiology* (accepted for publication; in press)


Young D. Congregational health education programs (in) *Building Healthy Communities through Medical-Religious Partnerships* by Bennett and Hale (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009)


NEW BOOKS! E-BOOKS TOO!

The following books have been added to our libraries at South Miami Hospital (SM) and Baptist Hospital (BH). If the books are in our electronic library (EL), they are available at all entities on the medical library webpages on the Baptist Health intranet as well as the Internet. You can find them by using our online catalog, with electronic links to the books through OVID, MD Consult, or STAT Ref.

MEDICINE

AJCC Cancer Staging Handbook 7th ed. 2010 (EL)


Berek and Hacker's Gynecologic Oncology, 5th ed. 2010 (EL)

Bailey. Head and Neck Surgery - Otolaryngology. 2009 (BH)

Caplan. Caplan's Stroke. 2009 (SM)

Conn's Current Therapy 2010 (EL)

Fuster. Hurst's the Heart. 2008 (BH, EL)

Graham. Glenn's Urologic Surgery, 7th ed. 2010 (EL)

Kaplan and Sadock's Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry, 9th ed. 2010 (EL)

Mandell, Douglas and Bennett's Principles and Practice of Infectious Diseases, 7th ed., 2010 (BH, EL)

McEvoy. AHFS Drug Information 2009/2010 (BH, EL)


Nelson. Handbook of Poisonous and Injurious Plants. 2007 (BH, SM)

Rock. Te Linde's Operative Gynecology. 2008 (BH,SM)

Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, 8th ed., 2010 (EL)

Rowland. Merritt's Neurology, 12th ed., 2010 (EL)

NURSING/MANAGEMENT/ALLIED HEALTH

AORN. Perioperative Standards and Recommended Practices 2010. (BH, EL)

Beckstrom. The Starfish and the Spider: the Unstoppable Power of Leaderless Organizations. 2009 (BH)

Campbell. Nurse to Nurse: Palliative Care. 2009 (BH)

Carpenito. Nursing Care Plans. 2009 (EL)

Garhart. Intravenous Medications. 2009 (BH)

Gillingham. La Fleur-Brooks Health Unit Coordinating. 2008 (BH, SM)

Herdman. NANDA International Nursing Diagnoses 2009-2011. (BH, SM)

Hickey. The Clinical Practice of Neurological and Neurosurgical Nursing. 2009 (BH)

Lippincott's Manual of Nursing Practice. 9th ed, 2010 (EL)

Lippincott's Nursing Drug Guide 2010 (EL)

Studer. Results that last: hardwiring behaviors that will take your company to the top. 2008 (SM)

Taber's Cyclopedic Dictionary. 21st ed. 2009 (BH, SM, EL)

Thomas. Transforming Nurses' Stress and Anger. 2009 (BH)

Watson. Assessing & Measuring Caring in Nursing and Health Sciences. 2008 (BH)


CONSUMER HEALTH/General interest

Bennett. Building healthy communities through medical-religious partnerships. 2009 (BH)

Califano. How to raise a drug-free kid. The straight dope for parents. 2009 (BH, SM)

Goldwyn & Acredulo. Baby signs: how to talk with your baby before your baby can talk. 2009 (SM)

University of Miami Alumni Directory 2009-2011. (BH)
Curious about what journals the library has in its collection? ...Search the catalog! The “OC” allows users to search the for availability materials within the library and seamlessly link to full-text journals and electronic books. From the intranet simply follow the steps below (remote access, see page 2):

**The NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL of MEDICINE**

Simple as 1-2-3 from the “OC”

#1 - Go to the “OC” via Medical Library on the intranet

#2 - Enter the title & click search

#3 - Click on the link